MINI-PUBLICS AND PUBLIC OPINION:
TWO SURVEY-BASED EXPERIMENTS

Abstract

In intense forms of public consultations, select groups of citizens, called mini-publics, are given a large amount of information, then asked to deliberate on policy directions and make recommendations. Government officials may refuse to act upon these recommendations, unless they are convinced that the recommendations have wider support in the populace. This paper presents the results of two survey-based experiments that assess the impact of mini-publics on the opinions expressed by random-digit dialing samples of the general public. The survey-based experiments were conducted in 2013 (n=400) and in 2014 (n=400). Being informed about the mini-publics affected support for some policies, but not others. In both studies, respondents who were informed about the mini-publics reported higher levels of political efficacy, compared to the condition where respondents were not informed about the mini-public. Hearing about these mini-publics helps to generate a sense of legitimacy in the political system.
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Mini-publics and Public Opinion: Two Survey-based Experiments

Introduction

Governments are facing a crisis of legitimacy as public confidence declines (Fournier et al., 2011; Gastil, 2000). To address these trends, government officials host public consultation initiatives around diverse topics. These initiatives demonstrate respect for the democratic process and may increase the perceived legitimacy of the democratic system and its outcomes. In some cases, these public consultations are used to guide public policy. The theory is that these policies will have greater legitimacy if they are derived from citizens and/or are supported by citizens groups (see discussion in Nabatchi, 2012). Beyond the legitimation of policy decisions, these citizen engagement initiatives are expected to have broad pay-offs in terms of generating confidence in the political system (Gastil, 2000). However, little research has been done on how awareness of these initiatives affects the broader public’s policy views and political attitudes.

This paper assesses whether a specific type of public consultation, a mini-public, has any effects on the opinions expressed by a random digital dialing sample of the general public. The research draws upon the large body of research on information cues and endorsement effects on voting and policy preferences (see reviews in Dewan et al., 2013 and Mutz, 2011). Like other studies of information cues (see Mutz, 2011), participants are randomly assigned to hear or not hear a paragraph describing a mini-public. The two groups are compared in terms of level of support for proposed policies, whether they render an opinion about proposed policies, the degree to which they report trusting government decisions in the policy domain and the extent to which they feel they can influence government decisions. The study is unique in presenting truthful descriptions of actual mini-publics, instead of fictitious vignettes, reinforcing external validity (Mutz, 2011; Sniderman and Grob, 1996). Unlike studies of endorsement effects, the
endorsers are not political elites, but rather a select group of citizens who have deliberated on the proposed policy initiatives. This project goes beyond endorsement effects on policy views. This project examines the effects of hearing about mini-publics on citizens’ sense of political efficacy and trust.

This project uses two survey-based experiments to examine the impact of mini-publics on policy views, political trust, and political efficacy. The replication of findings is important in the current academic climate (Baker, 2015; Van Noorden, 2015). Some argue that “scientific claims should not gain credence because of the status or authority of their originator but by the replicability of their supporting evidence” (Open Science Collaboration, 2015, p.1). The first study demonstrated that being informed about a mini-public impacted some policy preferences, the likelihood of expressing a policy view (versus stating “don’t know), as well as political trust and efficacy. The study was repeated with some modifications to assess the robustness of the findings. The two experiments varied the information about the mini-public, which produced differences in findings about political trust, support for proposed policies, and the likelihood of expressing a policy view. However, the two experiments acquiesce on the finding that being informed about a mini-public increases respondents’ sense of political efficacy. The replication of this finding demonstrates the reliability of the findings, which is a condition of validity, as well as demonstrates the robustness of the finding across different conditions, which also helps establish validity.

**Literature Review**

**Effects of Mini-publics on Public Opinion**

Mini-publics are select groups of citizens who are given a large amount of information, then asked to deliberate on policy directions and make recommendations. Much of the research
on mini-publics focuses on how the participating citizens are transformed by the experience (Fishkin and Luskin, 1999; Gastil et al., 2010; Grönlund et al., 2010; Morrell, 2005; Strandberg and Grönlund, 2012). This paper does not address the impact of the deliberative process on participants. Instead, the paper examines how mini-publics influence the broader public. Gastil et al. (2012) suggest that the pay-off of mini-publics could extend beyond the participating citizens. They write, “in the long term, deliberative civic engagement efforts could transform not only their participants but also the larger public. Those participating in, engaged with, or captivated by such efforts should report stable (or rising) levels of public trust and signs of reduced civic neglect” (214-15). In short, mini-publics may be a “remedy” for political distrust (Bächtiger, Setälä, and Grönlund, 2014). However, there is little research examining the effects of mini-publics on public perceptions of political efficacy and trust.

The theory is that when citizens hear about other citizens engaged in public policy decisions, they will internalize this experience and believe that they, themselves, could influence public policy. In other words, those who are “captivated” by such efforts may feel a genuine increase in their own ability to affect the direction of government. In terms of trust, the theory is that hearing about the mini-public could increase the perceived legitimacy of the political system. The two ideas are related in that feeling as though the government is listening to average citizens, i.e., through mini-publics, may improve perceptions of the governments’ trustworthiness. However, there is little research to substantiate this theory.

Another way that mini-publics might influence public opinion is through policy preferences. Knowledge of mini-publics and their policy recommendations might serve as a heuristic or information shortcut that citizens use to determine their opinion on policy matters (Fournier et al., 2011; Warren, 2009). Many researchers have documented citizens’ low levels of
knowledge about different policy initiatives (see discussion in Bullock, 2011 as well as Delli Carpini and Keeter, 1996), which leads citizens to express non-opinions, i.e., say they don’t know their policy preferences, or leads citizens to hold policy preferences that contradict their own interests (Kuklinski et al., 2000). The information cues provided as part of a survey interview or a political campaign could help respondents form opinions on different policy initiatives, reducing the reporting of “don’t know” (Dewan et al., 2013). However, there is little research to confirm this expectation in relation to mini-publics (Dewan et al., 2013).

A related stream of research discusses how impersonal influence, i.e., the opinions of an unknown collection of others, shapes people’s policy and voting preferences (Mutz, 1992). The research offers mixed support for impersonal influence as it relates to expertise-related cues presented through endorsements by public officials, law enforcement, and scientists (Mutz, 1992). This paper is distinctive in assessing whether a deliberating body of citizens has influence on an individual’s policy preferences. Information about these unknown others and their level of support for policies might provide a cue for citizens in trying to determine their own policy preferences (Mutz, 1992).

Moreover, the information cues provided during a survey interview could influence the level of support for a policy initiative (Sniderman and Grob, 1996). Specifically “knowledge that a group of randomly selected ordinary citizens came up with the proposal after extensive work independently of government and political parties could be enough to support the recommendation” (Fournier et al., 2011, pp. 131-32). Alternatively, being presented with information about a mini-public’s lack of support for a proposed policy could decrease support for the policy, as observed in the Oregon Citizens’ Review Initiative 2010 (Gastil, Richards, and Knobloch, 2014). When forming an opinion about a policy, citizens may use information about
the origins of the policy recommendation when judging whether to support or reject a policy recommendation. The theory reflects how voting decisions are made (Gastil, 2000). Citizens often use information shortcuts, such as party affiliations or friends’ recommendations, when deciding how to cast their ballot (Gastil, 2000). The information provided by the mini-public may encourage the public to engage in their own vicarious deliberation (Gastil et al., 2014) or “deliberation within” (Goodin and Niemeyer, 2003). This internal deliberation could produce an opinion change as people think about reasons for their friends or others’ recommendations (Mutz, 1992).

Citizens may “defer to more enlightened peers” recognizing the greater knowledge possessed by participants in a mini-public (Fournier et al., 2011, p. 127). In the study of third-party persuasion, Lupia and McCubbins (1998) argue that the ability to persuade depends, in part, on whether the third-party has specialized knowledge that is relevant to the persuasion attempt (also see Mutz, 1992). In this case, the mini-public may be perceived as having specialized knowledge because of their participation in the deliberative event (Warren, 2009). Indeed, perhaps the degree of specialized knowledge could be assessed by the length of participation in the mini-public, with mini-publics extending days or months having greater knowledge than those meeting for several hours (Warren, 2009).

The theory draws on the large body of research on endorsement effects (see literature review in Dewan et al., 2013). The research on endorsement effects focuses on celebrities, members of the political elite, interest groups or political parties (Arceneaux and Kolodny, 2009; Bullock, 2011; Dewan et al., 2013; Druckman et al., 2010; Smets and Isernia, 2014). Some studies find significant effects of endorsement (versus no endorsement) on policy preferences, but no effect on the reporting of non-opinions (Dewan et al., 2013). Druckman et al. (2010) finds
that endorsement cues have effects on hard issues that are not salient and are relatively technical (for a counter-argument see Bullock, 2011). Bullock (2011) finds effects of political party endorsement on policy preferences, but the findings are not clear on whether political party endorsement or policy information matters more to respondents’ opinions. Other studies suggest that endorsement effects interact with political awareness or ideology in shaping voting and policy preferences (Arceneaux and Kolodny, 2009; Bullock, 2011; Dewan et al., 2013; Gastil, 2000; Mutz, 1992; Smets and Isernia, 2014; Sniderman and Grob, 1996). Zaller (1992) attributes the success of endorsement effects to a citizenry with relatively undeveloped and unsophisticated political views. None of these studies have examined endorsement by a randomly selected group of citizens who engaged in a deliberative exercise, e.g., a mini-public.

**Effects of Mini-Publics on Governments**

The role of mini-publics in shaping policy preferences is critically important, because they could determine whether or not a proposed policy is adopted by government. For example, in the Oregon Citizens’ Review Initiative, the deliberating body produced an information pamphlet to help guide voters in casting their ballot in favour or against different policies (Gastil and Knobloch, 2010). The CRI failed to have broad impacts on the ballot, because of low awareness (Gastil and Knobloch, 2010). In the Citizen Assemblies on Electoral Reform in Canada, policymakers required a minimum of 60 percent support in provincial referenda, before they would commit to the recommendations (Fournier et al., 2011; Cutler et al., 2008). The proposed changes failed to reach this threshold. As observed in the Oregon CRI, the failures were attributed to a lack of public awareness and knowledge (Fournier et al., 2011).
In both cases, the supporting data is limited for assessing the causal relationship between knowledge of the mini-publics and policy preferences. In the Citizen Assemblies cases, cross-sectional surveys were used to assess awareness of the mini-public and assess policy preferences. These types of surveys are weak for assessing causality. These types of surveys cannot untangle the temporal order of variables, which is a critical component of proving causality. Furthermore, cross-sectional surveys are weak for assessing the role of other variables in influencing the relationship between the independent and dependent variables (Mutz, 2011). Does political interest, education, or political ideology explain both variables?

**Survey-based Experiments**

This study attempts to decipher the impact of being informed about mini-publics on citizen’s policy preferences. In other words, to what degree do citizens rely on mini-publics to inform their policy preferences? Policy preferences are examined in terms of support for various policy solutions as well as in terms of rendering an opinion about the policy under study, as opposed to reporting “don’t know”. In addition, this study will explore the effects of mini-publics on public perceptions that the government is trustworthy, responsive and is listening to the concerns of citizens. This paper will present the results of two survey-based experiments that assess the impact of mini-publics on the public opinion expressed by random digit dialing samples of the general public. A survey-based experiment was used for several reasons. First, a survey-based experiment can help assess the temporal order of two related variables, awareness of mini-publics and policy preferences (Mutz, 2011). Because information is the subject of the manipulation, I can examine information as precursor to opinions about different policy options. Second, a survey-based experiment can control what people know about the mini-publics,
addressing problems of misinformation. Third, a survey-based experiment is better able to address confounding variables, which may create spurious effects between the independent and dependent variable (Mutz, 2011).

Experiments are widely criticized for being artificial. Most survey-based experiments employ fictitious vignettes to examine attitude differences (Mutz, 2011; Sniderman and Grob, 1996). Both mini-publics were indeed formed and did engage in the activities described as part of the experiment. As such, the manipulation engages a “real-life” situation, which addresses criticisms that experiments tend to use overly strong and unrealistic (as well as fictitious) experimental manipulations (Barabas and Jerit, 2010). For these reasons, this project has a stronger claim to validity compared to other types of survey-based experiments. In addition, the replication of results provides assurances of reliability, which is a precondition of validity.

The hypotheses are as follows:

Hypothesis 1: Respondents who are informed about the mini-publics are more likely to support policy recommendations, compared to respondents who are not informed about the mini-publics.

Hypothesis 2: Respondents who are informed about the mini-publics are more likely to report an opinion on the policy recommendations, compared to respondents who are not informed about the mini-publics.

Hypothesis 3: Respondents who are informed about the mini-publics report higher levels of trust in government decisions, on average, compared to respondents who are not informed about the mini-publics.
Hypothesis 4: Respondents who are informed about the mini-publics report higher levels of political efficacy, on average, compared to respondents who are not informed about the mini-publics.

Methods

Participants

The experiments were embedded in random digit dialing (RDD) surveys conducted by the Population Research Lab at the University of Alberta. The results focus on Edmonton residents. Edmonton is the provincial capital. For Study 1, data collection started June 18, 2013 and ended on July 23, 2013. The AAPOR Response Rate #1 is 10.26%. For Study 2, data collection started July 24, 2014 and ended on September 8, 2014. The AAPOR Response Rate #1 is 9.84%. The 2014 data set is available for download from the University of Alberta’s https://dataverse.library.ualberta.ca/dvn/. The 2013 data set contained an oversample of City of Edmonton residents. The oversample was not included in the publicly released data set, but is available by contacting the researcher.

Design and Manipulation

A two-group post-test design was used, as is typical (Mutz, 2011). Participants were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: being informed about the mini-publics versus being uninformed about the mini-publics. In the uninformed conditions, respondents were simply asked about the extent to which they agree or disagree with the following policies. In the informed condition, prior to asking about the policies, half of respondents were informed that these policy options were recommended by a randomly selected group of citizens who met to discuss different policy options (a mini-public). Both scenarios are truthful representations of
actual mini-publics. In both cases, these mini-publics received no media coverage during their work and little coverage after their work concluded. As such, the public would not have prior awareness or knowledge of these mini-publics. The use of actual mini-publics distinguishes this study from typical vignette-based research (Mutz, 2011; Sniderman & Gob, 1996). The exact wording is as follows:

**Study 1:** In fall of 2012, the City of Edmonton randomly selected 57 Edmontonians to form the Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Challenges. This very diverse group got balanced information about these challenges and met for six Saturdays to talk about what the City should do. The following is a list of their recommendations. We would like to know your level of support for their recommendations. (INTERVIEWER: Please emphasize “their recommendations” in reading the above sentences.)

**Study 2:** In fall of 2013, Albertans were randomly selected to participate in a two hour discussion about energy efficiency in Alberta. The project was led by the Alberta Energy Efficiency Alliance, along with researchers at the University of Alberta and Athabasca University. A diverse group of 165 Albertans participated in the online discussion. The participants were supportive of energy efficiency standards for building materials and the operation of industrial facilities. What about you?

The manipulations differ on a number of characteristics. First, the level of government and its role differ in both manipulations. In Study 1, the municipal government is targeted and is identified as the sponsor of the initiative. In Study 2, the provincial government is targeted, but
the sponsors are a community group and academics. Second, the size of the mini-public and the length of its activities differ in both manipulations. In Study 1, the mini-public is smaller (57 participants), compared to the mini-public in Study 2 (165 participants). The mini-publics differed in how long they spent learning about and debating different policy initiatives (six Saturdays versus two hours). More subtle differences in the two studies are the references to “balanced information” and the description of the “consensus” in policy recommendations.

While some would argue that the differences in the manipulations affect the comparability of results, the value of these differences is that both descriptions were truthful descriptions of mini-publics. In other words, the manipulations were not artificial. Furthermore, the differences in manipulations permit an analysis of the robustness of findings and allow for an analysis of what factors may influence the effect of mini-publics on public opinion (level of government, involvement of government, size of mini-public, and length of time that the mini-public met).

Measures
For the policy questions, respondents were asked to state their agreement or disagreement with different policy options. In Study 1, respondents were offered the following response options: strongly disagree, disagree, agree, strongly agree or don’t know. In Study 2, respondents were offered the following response options: strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, slightly disagree, slightly agree, somewhat agree, strongly agree or don’t know. However, given the highly skewed nature of the distribution (very few people expressed any level of disagreement with the policy options), the responses were dichotomized into agreement (1) or disagreement (0) with the
proposed policy option. The recoding also allows for comparisons between the two studies, which used a different number of options in the response scale.

Studies show that political trust depends on the level of government referenced as well as different policy domains (Hetherington and Husser, 2012; Pickup et al., 2004). As such, to assess trust, respondents were asked about trust in the government’s decision making around the policy domain being studied. In Study 1, the policy domain is climate change and in Study 2, it is energy efficiency. For Study 1, participants were asked: how much do you trust the municipal government to make good decisions about climate change? Would you say: not at all, a little, some, or a lot? For Study 2, participants were asked: How much do you trust the provincial government to make good decisions about energy efficiency? Would you say: not at all, a little, some, a lot or a great deal? The response options differ slightly in Study 1 and Study 2. Study 2 provides a fifth category: “a great deal”, which affects the direct comparison of coefficients.

The first efficacy measure is a direct replication of a question used in the American National Election Study 2008. Respondents were asked in both surveys: How much can people like you affect what the government does? Would you say: not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal? The second efficacy measure was modified from its original wording in the American National Election Study 2008. Instead of asking “How much do public officials care what people like you think?”, the question asked what portion of politicians care about what people like you think. The change was meant to reflect that there is no typical “politician”. Instead the question asks about the collection of politicians and whether most care or few care what citizens think. In both surveys, respondents were asked:

For the following question, please answer on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 means 'hardly any do', 3 means 'some do' and 5 means 'most care'. In general, do you think that politicians care
what people like you think? (PROMPT IF NECESSARY: 1 means ‘hardly any do’, 3 means ‘some do’ and 5 means ‘most care’).

ANALYSIS

The data are examined as a series of t-test of group differences. Table 1 verifies that the random assignment process produced two comparable groups in terms of demographic variables that may affect policy views and political attitudes. The data are analyzed for each individual survey question, then as a composite measure, e.g., combining two measures of political efficacy. The focus on single survey questions helps to understand the nuances in the effects of the manipulations on particular policy domains. The addition of the composite measure helps address measurement error (Ansolabehere, Rodden, and Synder, 2008). The composite measures are then used in multivariate analysis to replicate the manipulation’s effects after controlling for key demographic variables that may impact policy preferences and political attitudes. The bivariate and multivariate findings produce identical patterns of findings.

[insert Table 1 here]

Results

Support for the different policy options was extremely high amongst both groups of respondents. In the first study, being informed about the mini-public’s support for the policies affected opinions about the policies (Table 2). Those respondents who were informed about the mini-public were more likely to agree with the policies, compared to those respondents who were not informed about the mini-public. The difference was statistically significant for three of the six policy options in Study 1. Approximately 98.35% of respondents who were informed about the mini-public agreed with policies to promote energy efficient buildings, compared to
93.65% of respondents who were not informed about the mini-public \((t = 2.31, p = .022)\).

Support for this policy option was extremely high among both groups.

A similar pattern occurs with policies to promote renewable energy. Approximately 95.48% of respondents who were informed about the mini-public agreed with policies to promote renewable energy, compared to 89.64% of respondents who were not informed about the mini-public \((t = 2.13, p = .034)\). One of the last policy options presented to respondents was a policy around greening the provincial electricity grid. Approximately 89.20% of respondents who were informed about the mini-public agreed with policies to green the provincial electricity grid, compared to 82.11% of respondents who were not informed about the mini-public \((t = 1.93, p = .054)\). For the three policies where there are significant differences, the effect sizes range from five to seven percentage points.

For the other policy options, the differences between the two groups of respondents were minimal. Aggregating the policy questions into a single measure suggests that the effects of being informed about the mini-public are minimal \((t = 0.94, p = .350)\). Instead the effects are domain-specific. Overall, the findings from Study 1 suggest mini-publics may affect policy preferences in some policy domains.

In the second study, support for the two policy options was also very high. For this study, being informed about the mini-public’s support for the policies did not affect opinions about either policy. Aggregating the policy questions into a single measure suggests that the effects of being informed about the mini-public are minimal \((t = 0.79, p = .429)\). In sum, while there was some support for the effect of mini-publics on policy preferences in Study 1, these findings were not replicated in Study 2.

[insert Table 2 here]
In terms of registering a “don’t know” response, some questions had a higher rate of “don’t knows” than others. For example, in terms of policies to promote urban density which was one of the least supported policies, approximately 12.41% of respondents provided a response of “don’t know”. In terms of energy-efficient travel options, respondents were the least likely, compared to other policy options, to report they did not know their opinions about this policy issue. Only 2.23% of respondents reported they did not know their opinions about promoting energy efficient travel options.

In general, being informed about the mini-public’s support for the policies decreased “don’t know” responses to the policy questions, compared to respondents who were not informed about the mini-public in Study 1 (Table 3). Aggregating the “don’t know” responses across the policy questions suggests that being informed about the mini-public reduced the reporting of “don’t know” responses ($t = 1.94, p = .053$). The largest differences are related to policies about energy efficient buildings and greenhouse gas emissions. Approximately 4.71% of respondents who were informed about the mini-public reported that they did not know their policy preferences about energy efficient buildings, compared to 10.85% of respondents who were not informed about the mini-public ($t = 2.28, p = .023$). In terms of policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, approximately 2.62% of respondents who were informed about the mini-public reported that they did not know their policy preferences, compared to 8.96% of respondents who were not informed about the mini-public ($t = 2.71, p = .007$). In both cases, the change in reporting “don’t know” is six percentage points.

In Study 2, the portion of “don’t know” responses were equivalent for both policy options. Being informed about the mini-public had minimal impact on the reporting of “don’t know” as a response to those policy questions. In sum, while there was some support for the
effect of mini-publics on reducing “don’t know” responses in Study 1, these findings were not replicated in Study 2.

[insert Table 3 here]

As mentioned, political trust was measured in terms of trust in decision-making around a specific policy domain. The survey question ties political trust to the policies being asked about. In Study 1, respondents who were informed about the mini-public reported higher levels of trust, on average, compared to respondents who were not informed about the mini-public ($t = 2.33, p = .021$). In Study 2, the informed respondents also reported higher levels of trust, on average, compared to respondents who were not informed, but the difference was small and failed to reach statistical significance (Table 4). In terms of trust, the two studies differ in the magnitude of the effect of being informed about the mini-public.

[insert Table 4 here]

In terms of political efficacy, being informed about the mini-public positively affects respondents’ perceptions that they could influence government and the government cares about their opinions (Table 5). The magnitude of the effect varies slightly depending on the study and the measure of political efficacy, but the patterns are quite consistent across the studies. In Study 2, respondents who were informed about the mini-public reported higher levels of perceived influence on government, on average, compared to respondents who were not informed about the mini-public ($t = 2.60, p = .010$). In Study 1, the same pattern occurs. When asked how much people like you can affect government action, those informed of the mini-public reported high levels, on average, than those not informed about the mini-public ($t = 1.70, p = .089$).

Furthermore, in Study 1, when respondents were asked if politicians care about the public’s opinion, those informed about the mini-public reported higher levels, on average than those not
informed about the mini-public ($t = 1.84, p = .066$). The two studies both find that hearing about a mini-public affects respondents’ sense of political efficacy. When the two measures of political efficacy are combined, there is a clear and consistent finding that hearing about a mini-public influences political efficacy in both studies.

[insert Table 5 here]

In summary, the experimental manipulation, being informed about the mini-public, affected the likelihood of reporting opinions (versus don’t know) on the proposed policies as well as impacted political trust and efficacy in Study 1. For Study 2, being informed about the mini-public affected levels of political efficacy. These findings are replicated once key demographics are controlled for (Table 6). Education has an impact on policy support, political trust, and political efficacy in Study 1. An interaction term was introduced composed of education and the experimental manipulation, but none of the interaction terms were statistically significant. For Study 1, the interaction terms were not significant for policy support ($t = 0.32, p = .748$), expressing an opinion ($t = 0.52, p = .602$), political trust ($t = 0.80, p = .425$), or efficacy ($t = 1.11, p = .267$). For Study 2, the main effects of the experimental manipulation, as well as education, were not significant and neither were any of the interaction terms.

[insert Table 6 here]

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Why are there differences between Study 1 and Study 2? Are these differences related to the specific policies being proposed, question order effects, or random chance? Each of these explanations, as well as differences in the characteristics of the mini-publics, are explored. While some scholars might argue that the different characteristics of the mini-publics are a design weakness, the value of the research design is 1) using truthful descriptions of actual mini-publics,
2) replicating findings about political efficacy across these two studies, and 3) finally pointing to possible variables impacting the endorsement effects of mini-publics, which helps guide further research.

Zaller (1992) talks about the public’s dependence on elites for their policy preferences. This project reveals instances where the public could be influenced by non-elites. Gastil (2000) recommends evaluating the quality of mini-publics’ recommendations by whether citizens use the mini-publics’ judgments when deciding how to vote. In this project, the effects of mini-publics on policy preferences were mixed in Study 1 and non-existent in Study 2. Of the eight different policies examined, being informed about the mini-public affected policy support for three policies. The differences between the informed and uninformed groups were five to seven percentage points for these three policy areas. Why these policies? One explanation is that mini-publics may affect contentious versus consensus issues differently (Warren, 2009). All policies had strong support and the findings do not differ for those with the highest and lowest levels of support. For example, approximately 92.35% of respondents supported policies around energy-efficient travel options. Being informed about the mini-publics’ recommendations did not affect level of support for this policy option. In contrast, only 72.00% of respondents supported urban densification. Being informed about the mini-publics’ recommendations did not affect level of support for this policy option either. As such, the effect of being informed about the mini-public does not depend on whether or not the policy is contentious.

A second explanation for the mixed findings is that information about mini-public fades over the course of the survey, as additional questions are posed. However, for Study 1, the effect of the manipulation does not diminish as the survey continues, since differences were observed with the first two policy options and the fifth policy option. In terms of reducing “don’t know”
responses, the manipulation impacted the first and the sixth policy options. The impacts were decreases in “don’t know” by six percentage points in these two policy areas. Finally, differences re-emerged for the questions about political efficacy and trust questions (the seventh, eighth, and ninth questions after the manipulation). Respondents recall the information about the mini-public and this information has a continued effect on responses far into the survey interview. As such, the pattern of findings cannot be explained by question order effects and the diminishing role of the manipulation, i.e., information about the mini-public, as the survey interview continues.

A third explanation relates to the ambiguity of the policies. For example, perhaps mini-publics affect policy preferences when the policy is more ambiguous, requiring respondents to draw upon cues within the survey to make a choice about the policy (Druckman et al., 2010). However, again, the findings do not offer support for this explanation. The policy domain with the most “don’t know” responses was urban densification. This was also the policy with the lowest level of policy support. The effect of the mini-public was not more pronounced for this policy domain where 12.41% of respondents reported they did not know their policy preferences.

A last possible explanation would be to reduce Study 1’s findings to random chance. However, that conclusion would be too hasty. Two of the three policy domains affected by the mini-public’s recommendations are closely related policy proposals. Being informed about the mini-public affected policy preferences around promoting renewable energy (the second question) and greening the provincial electricity grid (the fifth question). The consistency in findings for the two related policy areas suggests that the findings are not due to chance, but rather the effects are domain-specific. In other words, citizens do not take mini-public’s advice indiscriminately. Instead, they seem to consider each proposed policy carefully, then decide whether they will support a mini-public’s recommendation on this policy domain. The findings
offer evidence of a “deliberation within” (Goodin and Niemeyer, 2003) or perhaps a “vicarious
deliberation” (Gastil et al., 2014) where respondents carefully consider a variety of inputs when
determining their policy preferences. The specificity of the effects should not be viewed as a
weakness of the study, but rather as an indication that citizens are discerning about what
endorsements they follow.

Why did one study produce effects and the other study not produce effects on policy
preferences? Study 1 found an effect of being informed about the mini-public on promoting
energy efficient buildings. Study 2 asked about policies related to the construction of buildings,
but did not find similar effects. The most plausible explanation of this difference in findings
relates to the characteristics of the mini-publics described. The two mini-publics differ on several
dimensions: level of government, involvement of government, size of mini-public, and length of
time that the mini-public met as well as other subtle differences, such as framing of the
information as balanced and description of the “consensus” in policy recommendations. Size of
the mini-public and framing of the consensus should favor, theoretically speaking, effects in
Study 2, but the effects of mini-publics are observed in Study 1, which was longer and involved
government in the sponsorship of the mini-public. The role of government in the deliberation is
also important, but this factor would be expected to impact political efficacy and trust, more so
than policy views. The length of the deliberation signals a variety of important features about the
deliberative process, including how informed participants were and the degree to which they
deliberated. These features are likely to impact the broader public’s decision to follow the mini-
public’s recommendations.

The difference that seems most relevant for explaining the findings is the length of time
that the mini-public met. These differences could explain why Study 1 produced effects when
Study 2 did not. In Study 1, members of the mini-public were engaged for a greater length of time than Study 2 (six Saturdays as opposed to two hours). Perhaps this greater length of time creates a perception of more highly specialized knowledge among the Study 1 mini-public, compared to the Study 2 mini-public. As mentioned, Lupia and McCubbins (1998) argue that the ability to persuade depends, in part, on whether the third-party has specialized knowledge that is relevant to the persuasion attempt. Warren (2009) suggests that the degree of specialized knowledge could be assessed by the length of participation in the mini-public, with mini-publics extending days or months having greater knowledge than those meeting for several hours. As such, Study 1 finds some effects of mini-publics on public opinion because of this more extensive engagement in the deliberative process, which produces more specialized knowledge. The most promising line of inquiry is about the length of time spent deliberating policies. Further research should test the effects of being informed about mini-publics by alternating the description of the time spent deliberating policies. This line of research is important since most government policy consultations take the form of two-hour meetings. Study 2 suggests, but cannot definitely prove, that these two-hour consultations will have minimal impact on the broader public’s policy preferences, the expression of opinions (versus “don’t know”), and building political trust.

The two studies also offer different findings in terms of political trust. The first study offers greater support for the effect of mini-publics on political trust, compared to the second study. The political trust question was very specific in referencing the level of government being trusted and the policy domain in which this trust is granted. The political trust question is closely tied to the policy-making process. As such, it makes sense that the findings for political trust follow the findings around policy preferences. In Study 2, there were no effects of mini-publics
on policy preferences and likewise, no significant differences in level of trust reported around
government decisions on this policy issue. In contrast, Study 1 offers some effects of mini-
publics on policy preferences as well as differences in trust tied to the policy-making process.
The difference in findings may be explained by differences in the sponsors of the mini-publics.
Study 1’s mini-publics was clearly identified as an initiative involving the government, whereas
Study 2’s mini-public was completely independent of the government. This difference could
explain why Study 1 observed differences in political trust, whereas Study 2 did not observe
differences in political trust. Study 1’s mini-public offers greater legitimacy to government
decision-making, because the government was front and center in the organization of the mini-
public. Perhaps only under these circumstances do the effects of mini-publics translate to
increased political trust. Further research should test the impact of mini-public sponsorship to
clarify how this impacts the broader public’s views about the mini-public.

The findings about political efficacy are more conclusive in that both studies replicated
the finding that being informed about the mini-public affects sense of political efficacy. The
effect differs slightly by study and by the specific political efficacy question, but the findings
affirm that being informed about the mini-public leads to a greater sense of political efficacy,
than not being informed about the mini-public. The replication of the finding is a surprise, since
the mini-publics differ on a number of characteristics which may influence responses about
political efficacy. First, the level of government and its role differs for the two studies. In Study
1, the municipal government is targeted and a sponsor of the mini-public. In Study 2, the
provincial government is targeted, but the organizers are a community group and academics.
However, the level of government and its role in the mini-public did not produce differential
effects on political efficacy. The findings offer clear policy implications for governments.
Publicizing the results of these types of public consultations can have clear benefits on citizens’ sense that they can influence government and that politicians care. This positive effect translates across levels of government and across mini-publics with different characteristics.

Overall, the findings suggest that mini-publics help generate legitimacy in the political system, not necessarily through policy legitimation, but through increasing political efficacy and possibly building political trust between citizens and government. The increase in trust may depend on the role of government in sponsoring the mini-public. Further research might explore the effects of mini-publics on political efficacy and trust more fully. While the political science literature focuses on individual political efficacy, the issue of collective efficacy seems more relevant in this situation. Mini-publics reflect the potential of a collective group of citizens to influence governments, rather than an individual citizen. As such, being informed about a mini-public might also affect collective efficacy. Furthermore, further research could explore how regular use of mini-publics (rather than a case study of a mini-public) affects perceptions about legitimacy. A single case study may not have enduring effects on citizens’ psyche, but a continual pattern of involving average citizens in generating policy might lead to broader pay-offs in generating legitimacy in the political system (Gastil, 2000). The broader impact of these mini-publics depends on awareness. The current research offers insights into how mini-publics and their work should be communicated to fellow citizens through press releases and media coverage.

Finally, this study points to the factors that may influence the impact of mini-publics on public opinion. These factors include the size of the mini-public, length of time spent on deliberation, framing of information received and decisions made, sponsorship of the deliberative event, and level of government targeted with the deliberative event. The study is
distinctive in highlighting two real-life deliberative events, but the trade-off of this approach is
that many factors differed across the experimental conditions. Further research might use
vignettes to examine the various factors in a multi-factorial design.
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